
Job Title: Volunteer Group Manager  FLSA status: Exempt 
Department: Operations  Classification: Full Time   
Reports to: Volunteer Program Manager  Supervises: None 

 

 

 

 
Position Summary: The Volunteer Group Manager will support the volunteer department in its goals to 
successfully and completely staff each relay course while maintaining a high level of satisfaction among all 
customers including runners, volunteers, staff, sponsors and the communities through which we run. Duties will 
include recruiting, scheduling, training, surveying, and maintaining volunteer recognition and retention programs 
for 7-9 road relays. The Volunteer Group Manager will manage both the team volunteer registration process and 
the development of additional relationships with local volunteer and SWAT partners for each assigned race. These 
relationships will include travel SWAT crew members, as well as local team representatives, ambassadors, charities 
and various other community groups. 
 
Qualifications:  

 Bachelor’s Degree 

 1 year customer service, office management, or volunteer management experience 

 Preferred: Have run or worked a Ragnar. 
 
Skills:  

 Must have strong Communication skills, both written and oral 

 Must have strong leadership ability 

 Must have strong relationship building skills 

 Must have the ability to work independently and as part of a team. 

 Must have the ability to work on little sleep and be able to make clear, effective decisions under high 
stress. 

 Must be able to work using basic computer skills including Microsoft Outlook, Excel, Word, and Google 
Earth. 

 Must have strong attention to detail and the ability to accurately and efficiently enter data and complete 
standard reports. 

 Must have excellent organization skills and the ability to effectively prioritize tasks for multiple events 
following different timelines 

Essential functions and responsibilities: 

 Maintain a volunteer program for 7-9 races annually, including recruitment, relationship building, 
scheduling, communication, budget management, contract negotiation and contract execution. 

 Hold racing teams accountable to Ragnar volunteer requirements through direct communication with 
team captains.  

 Provide exceptional customer service to all runners, volunteers, SWAT, and community representatives.  

 Manage agreements, waivers, and flight bookings for each assigned race’s SWAT crew.   

 Coordinate, organize, implement and evaluate SWAT and volunteer training programs for each assigned 
race.  

 Regularly communicate with all Ragnar departments to track volunteer activity and continuously evolving 
volunteer needs 

 Ensure races are staffed to at least 95% of race need. 
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 Assist the volunteer department in evaluating, refining and developing Volunteer and SWAT recruitment, 
training, management and recognition programs. 

 Creatively find solutions that meet race staffing goals while still meeting or exceeding customer 
expectations, both internal and external.   

 Interface with other departments, customers, and vendor representatives. 

 Ensure implementation of strategic goals 
 
Travel: 

 Must have the ability to travel to at least 5 weekend events annually, Wednesday to Sunday, as well as up 
to 5 in-market volunteer recruitment trips annually.  

 
Physical demands and work environment: The physical demands and work environment characteristics described 
here are representative of those that must be met by an employee to successfully perform the essential functions 
of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the 
essential functions. 

 Physical demands: While performing duties of job, incumbent is occasionally required to stand; walk; sit; 
use hands to finger, handle, or feel objects, tools, or controls; reach with hands and arms; talk and hear. 
Employee must occasionally lift and/or move up to 20 pounds. Specific vision abilities required by the job 
include close vision, distance vision, color vision, peripheral vision, depth perception, and the ability to 
adjust focus. 

 Work Environment: The noise level in the work environment is usually moderate. 


